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Appendices
Appendix A gives a longer discussion of merits and caveats;
Appendix B gives further experiment details; Appendix C
gives derivations of propositions; Appendix D shows illus-
trative trajectories; Appendix E gives a summary of notation.

A. Discussion
In this paper, we motivated the importance of descriptive
models of behavior as the bridge between normative and pre-
scriptive decision analysis [9–11] (Figure 4). On account of
this, we formalized a unifying perspective on inverse decis-
ion modeling for behavior representation learning. Precisely,
the inverse decision model of any observed behavior �demo
is given by its projection �⇤

imit = F✓norm � G✓norm(�demo) onto
the space �✓norm of behaviors parameterizable by the struc-
ture designed for ⇥ and normative standards ✓norm specified.
This formulation is general. For instance, it is agnostic as to
the nature of agent and environment state spaces (which—
among other properties—are encoded in  ); it is also agnos-
tic as to whether the underlying forward problem is model-
free or model-based (which—among other properties—is
encoded in ✓). Per the priorities of the investigator (cf. imi-
tation, apprenticeship, understanding, and other objectives),
different choices can and should be made to balance the ex-
pressivity, interpretability, and tractability of learned models.

Partial Observability At first glance, our choice to accom-
modate partial observability may have appeared inconse-
quential. However, its significance becomes immediately ap-
parent once we view an agent’s behavior as induced by both
a decision policy ⇡ as well as a recognition policy ⇢, and—
importantly—that not only may an agent’s mapping from
internal states into actions be suboptimal (viz. the former),
but that their mapping from observations into beliefs may
also be subjective (viz. the latter). Therefore in addition to
the oft-studied, purely utility-centric nature of (perfectly ra-
tional) behavior, this generalized formalism immediately in-
vites consideration of (boundedly rational) behaviors—that
is, agents acting under knowledge uncertainty, biased by op-
timism/robustness, with policies distorted by the complexit-
ies of information processing required for decision-making.

Bounded Rationality While the IDM formalism subsumes
most standard approaches to imitation learning, apprentice-
ship learning, and reward learning (cf. Table 1 and Table 3),
we emphasize that—with very few exceptions [78–80]—the
vast majority of original studies in these areas are limited to
cases where ✓desc =� alone, or assume fully-observable envi-
ronments (whence S =X =Z , and ⇢ simply being the iden-
tity function). Therefore our concrete example of inverse
bounded rational control was presented as a prototypical
instantiation of IDM that much more fully exercises the flex-
ibility afforded by this generalized perspective. Importantly,
while our notion of bounded rationality has (implicitly) been

Figure 4. Normative, Prescriptive, and Descriptive Modeling. Re-
call the “lifecycle” of decision analysis (Section 1). As a paradigm
of optimal behavior, normative standards serve as a theoretical
benchmark. To guide imperfect agents toward this ideal, prescrip-
tive advice serves to engineer behavior from humans in the loop.
Importantly, however, this first requires an understanding of the
imperfections—relative to the normative ideal—that require cor-
recting. This is the goal of descriptive modeling—that is, to obtain
an empirical account of existing behavior from observed data. Pre-
cisely, inverse decision modeling (middle) leverages a normative
standard (left) to obtain an interpretable account of demonstrated
behavior, thereby enabling the introspection of existing practices,
which may inform construction of prescriptive guidelines (right).
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present to varying degrees in (forward) control and reinforce-
ment learning (cf. Table 2 and Table 4), “boundedness” has
largely been limited to mean “noisy actions”. To be precise,
we may differentiate between three “levels” of boundedness:

• Imperfect Response: This is the shallowest form of bound-
edness, and includes Boltzmann-exploratory [142–144]
and (locally) entropy-regularized [170] behaviors: It con-
siders first that agents are perfect in their ability to com-
pute the optimal values/policies; however, their actions are
ultimately executed with an artificial layer of stochasticity.

• Capacity Constraints: Given an agent’s model (e.g. ⌧, Q-
network, etc.), the information processing needed in com-
puting actions on the go is costly. We may view soft-opt-
imal [101–104] and KL-regularized [107–111] planning
and learning as examples. However, these do not model
subjectivity of beliefs, adaptivity, or optimism/robustness.

• Model Imperfection: The agent’s mental model itself is
systematically flawed, due to uncertainty in knowledge,
and to biases from optimism or pessimism. We may view
certain robust MDPs (with penalties for deviating from
priors) [148–151] as examples. However, these still do not
account for partial observability (and biased recognition).

Now in the inverse direction, imitation/apprenticeship learn-
ing has typically viewed reward learning as but an interme-
diary, so classical methods have worked with perfectly ratio-
nal planners [13, 40–45, 70–73]. Approaches that leverage
probabilistic methods have usually simply used Boltzmann-
exploratory policies on top of optimal action-value functions
(viz. imperfect response) [49–52, 59–63, 74, 75], or worked
within maximum entropy planning/learning frameworks
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(viz. capacity constraints) [81–92]. Crucially, however, the
corresponding parameters (i.e. inverse temperatures) have
largely been treated as pre-specified parameters for learning
� alone—not learnable parameters of interest by themselves.
In contrast, what IDM allows (and what IBRC illustrates) is
the “fullest” extent of boundedness—that is, where stochas-
tic actions and subjective beliefs are endogenously the result
of knowledge uncertainty and information processing constr-
aints. Importantly, while recent work in imitation/appren-
ticeship have studied aspects of subjective dynamics that
can be jointly learnable [67–69, 93, 94], they are limited to
environments that are fully-observable and/or agents that
have point-valued knowledge of environments—substantial
simplifications that ignore how humans can and do make
imperfect inferences from recognizing environment signals.

A.1. Important Distinctions

Our goal of understanding in IDM departs from the standard
objectives of imitation and apprenticeship learning. As a re-
sult, some caveats and distinctions warrant special attention
as pertains assumptions, subjectivity, and model accuracy.

Decision-maker vs. Investigator As noted in Section 3.3,
the design of ⇥ (and specification of ✓norm) are not assump-
tions: We are not making “factual” claims concerning the
underlying psychological processes that govern human be-
havior; these are hugely complex, and are the preserve of
neuroscience and biology [171]. Instead, such specifications
are active design choices: We seek to make the “effective”
claim that an agent is behaving as if their generative mecha-
nism were parameterized by the (interpretable) structure we
designed for ⇥. Therefore when we speak of “assumptions”,
it is important to distinguish between assumptions about the
agent (of which we make none), versus assumptions about
the investigator performing IDM (of which, by construction,
we assume they have the ability to specify values for ✓norm).

In IBRC, for example, in learning � we are asking the ques-
tion: “How much (optimistic/pessimistic) deviation from
neutral knowledge does the agent appear to tolerate?” For
this question to be meaningfully answered, we—as the inves-
tigator—must be able to produce a meaningful value for �̃
to specify as part of ✓norm. In most cases, we are interested
in deviations from some notion of “current medical knowl-
edge”, or what knowledge an “ideal” clinician may be ex-
pected to possess; thus we may—for instance—supply a
value for �̃ via models learned a priori from data. Of course,
coming up such values for ✓norm is not trivial (not to mention
entirely dependent on the problem and the investigator’s ob-
jectives regarding interpretability); however, we emphasize
that this does not involve assumptions regarding the agent.

Subjective vs. Objective Dynamics In imitation and app-
renticeship learning, parameterizations of utilities and dyna-
mics models are simply intermediaries for the downstream

Figure 5. Graphical Model. In general, the environment’s states
(top) are only accessible via its emissions in response to actions
(middle), which the agent incorporates by way of internal states
(bottom). However, note that—unlike classic POMDP/IOHMM
settings, here the agent’s knowledge of the dynamics is subjective.
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<latexit sha1_base64="+ROVZN7xYq0xqkWk136gL/nUVIQ=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQklKRU9S8OKxgv2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQooT/CiwdFvPp7vPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxIpDLrut7O2vrG5tV3YKe7u7R8clo6OWyZONeNNFstYdwJquBSKN1Gg5J1EcxoFkreD8d3Mbz9xbUSsHnGScD+iQyVCwShaqW36GV5Wp/1S2a24c5BV4uWkDDka/dJXbxCzNOIKmaTGdD03QT+jGgWTfFrspYYnlI3pkHctVTTixs/m507JuVUGJIy1LYVkrv6eyGhkzCQKbGdEcWSWvZn4n9dNMbzxM6GSFLlii0VhKgnGZPY7GQjNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWgTKtoQvOWXV0mrWvFqlauHWrl+m8dRgFM4gwvw4BrqcA8NaAKDMTzDK7w5ifPivDsfi9Y1J585gT9wPn8ACsePXw==</latexit>

xt+2

<latexit sha1_base64="DMsXt0l1745e7zgqjr2hB9GUfoU=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGE3RPQkAS8eI5gHJEuYnUySIbOzy0yvGJZ8hBcPinj1e7z5N06SPWhiQUNR1U13VxBLYdB1v53c2vrG5lZ+u7Czu7d/UDw8apoo0Yw3WCQj3Q6o4VIo3kCBkrdjzWkYSN4Kxrczv/XItRGResBJzP2QDpUYCEbRSq2nXooXlWmvWHLL7hxklXgZKUGGeq/41e1HLAm5QiapMR3PjdFPqUbBJJ8WuonhMWVjOuQdSxUNufHT+blTcmaVPhlE2pZCMld/T6Q0NGYSBrYzpDgyy95M/M/rJDi49lOh4gS5YotFg0QSjMjsd9IXmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQJlSwIXjLL6+SZqXsVcuX99VS7SaLIw8ncArn4MEV1OAO6tAABmN4hld4c2LnxXl3PhatOSebOYY/cD5/ABJ5j2Q=</latexit>

Figure 6. Backup Diagram. In IBRC, the backup operation (Theo-
rem 4) transfers value information across three recursive “layers”—
that is, of successor values for agent states (V ), state-action pairs
(Q), and state-action-model tuples (K). Indicated below are the
utility and penalty terms collected along these backup operations.

z

<latexit sha1_base64="VWaW8HZRxnwJ9XIaY3zTNqEXm4c=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKRE8S8OIxAfOAZAmzk95kzOzsMjMrxJAv8OJBEa9+kjf/xkmyB00saCiquunuChLBtXHdbye3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0fFA+PmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsY3c781iMqzWN5b8YJ+hEdSB5yRo2V6k+9Ysktu3OQVeJlpAQZar3iV7cfszRCaZigWnc8NzH+hCrDmcBpoZtqTCgb0QF2LJU0Qu1P5odOyZlV+iSMlS1pyFz9PTGhkdbjKLCdETVDvezNxP+8TmrCa3/CZZIalGyxKEwFMTGZfU36XCEzYmwJZYrbWwkbUkWZsdkUbAje8surpHlR9irly3qlVL3J4sjDCZzCOXhwBVW4gxo0gAHCM7zCm/PgvDjvzseiNedkM8fwB87nD+qljQI=</latexit>

u

<latexit sha1_base64="1Xu72J+NB7Zp1zLvKs4fmL6RSDw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoicpePHYgq2FNpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+P2jpOFcMWi0WsOgHVKLjEluFGYCdRSKNA4EMwvp35D0+oNI/lvZkk6Ed0KHnIGTVWaqb9csWtunOQVeLlpAI5Gv3yV28QszRCaZigWnc9NzF+RpXhTOC01Es1JpSN6RC7lkoaofaz+aFTcmaVAQljZUsaMld/T2Q00noSBbYzomakl72Z+J/XTU147WdcJqlByRaLwlQQE5PZ12TAFTIjJpZQpri9lbARVZQZm03JhuAtv7xK2hdVr1a9bNYq9Zs8jiKcwCmcgwdXUIc7aEALGCA8wyu8OY/Oi/PufCxaC04+cwx/4Hz+AOMRjP0=</latexit>

⌧, !

<latexit sha1_base64="bPLiQGLX0NyGTPE234sAnav6yYU=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REKnqSghePFewHJKFstpt26W427E6EEvozvHhQxKu/xpv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCgV3IDrfjultfWNza3ydmVnd2//oHp41DEq05S1qRJK9yJimOAJawMHwXqpZkRGgnWj8d3M7z4xbbhKHmGSslCSYcJjTglYyQ+AZBeBkmxI+tWaW3fnwKvEK0gNFWj1q1/BQNFMsgSoIMb4nptCmBMNnAo2rQSZYSmhYzJkvqUJkcyE+fzkKT6zygDHSttKAM/V3xM5kcZMZGQ7JYGRWfZm4n+en0F8E+Y8STNgCV0sijOBQeHZ/3jANaMgJpYQqrm9FdMR0YSCTaliQ/CWX14lncu616hfPTRqzdsijjI6QafoHHnoGjXRPWqhNqJIoWf0it4ccF6cd+dj0Vpyiplj9AfO5w8bwpEj</latexit>

z0

<latexit sha1_base64="WpKDiFW280WJ1wqAi8apjdZujb8=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKRE8S8OIxgnlgsobZSScZMju7zMwKcclfePGgiFf/xpt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BbHg2rjut5NbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3ivsHDR0limGdRSJSrYBqFFxi3XAjsBUrpGEgsBmMrqd+8xGV5pG8M+MY/ZAOJO9zRo2V7p8e0k6seIiTbrHklt0ZyDLxMlKCDLVu8avTi1gSojRMUK3bnhsbP6XKcCZwUugkGmPKRnSAbUslDVH76eziCTmxSo/0I2VLGjJTf0+kNNR6HAa2M6RmqBe9qfif105M/9JPuYwTg5LNF/UTQUxEpu+THlfIjBhbQpni9lbChlRRZmxIBRuCt/jyMmmclb1K+fy2UqpeZXHk4QiO4RQ8uIAq3EAN6sBAwjO8wpujnRfn3fmYt+acbOYQ/sD5/AEQVpEr</latexit>

V �⇡,⇢(z)

<latexit sha1_base64="QgmAf517rq2YVbdseAMGfi9EUJ0=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqODGzWARKkhJpKIrKbhxWcE+oIlhMp00QyeZMDMRaszCX3HjQhG3/oY7/8Zpm4VWD9zL4Zx7mTvHTxiVyrK+jNLC4tLySnm1sra+sbllbu90JE8FJm3MGRc9H0nCaEzaiipGeokgKPIZ6fqjy4nfvSNCUh7fqHFC3AgNYxpQjJSWPHOvc5s5SUg93emxI0Ke57X7I8+sWnVrCviX2AWpggItz/x0BhynEYkVZkjKvm0lys2QUBQzklecVJIE4REakr6mMYqIdLPp/Tk81MoABlzoihWcqj83MhRJOY58PRkhFcp5byL+5/VTFZy7GY2TVJEYzx4KUgYVh5Mw4IAKghUba4KwoPpWiEMkEFY6sooOwZ7/8l/SOanbjfrpdaPavCjiKIN9cABqwAZnoAmuQAu0AQYP4Am8gFfj0Xg23oz32WjJKHZ2wS8YH9/Z8pX8</latexit>

Q�⇡,⇢(z, u)

<latexit sha1_base64="LVB8zCGOlhSt7zXLE5sebMDkuwg=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSO4GSxChVISqehKCm5ctmAf0MQwmU6aoZNJmJkINdSNv+LGhSJu/Qt3/o3TNgttPXAvh3PuZeYeP2FUKsv6NpaWV1bX1gsbxc2t7Z1dc2+/LeNUYNLCMYtF10eSMMpJS1HFSDcRBEU+Ix1/eD3xO/dESBrzWzVKiBuhAacBxUhpyTMPm3eZk4TU051WHBHG43H5oZKeembJqlpTwEVi56QEcjQ888vpxziNCFeYISl7tpUoN0NCUczIuOikkiQID9GA9DTlKCLSzaYXjOGJVvowiIUuruBU/b2RoUjKUeTryQipUM57E/E/r5eq4NLNKE9SRTiePRSkDKoYTuKAfSoIVmykCcKC6r9CHCKBsNKhFXUI9vzJi6R9VrVr1fNmrVS/yuMogCNwDMrABhegDm5AA7QABo/gGbyCN+PJeDHejY/Z6JKR7xyAPzA+fwAhxpas</latexit>

K�⇡,⇢(z, u, ⌧, !)

<latexit sha1_base64="5EkyZS69Q1fq3h4GGRq/57wzz3U=">AAACDXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdekmWIUKpSRS0ZUU3AhuKtgHNDFMppN26EwmzEyEGvIDbvwVNy4UcevenX/jtM1CWw/M5XDOvdy5J4gpkcq2v42FxaXlldXCWnF9Y3Nr29zZbUmeCISbiFMuOgGUmJIINxVRFHdigSELKG4Hw8ux377HQhIe3apRjD0G+xEJCYJKS755eH2XuvGA+LqSiisGPMvKD5Wk4iqoC2e4D499s2RX7QmseeLkpARyNHzzy+1xlDAcKUShlF3HjpWXQqEIojgruonEMURD2MddTSPIsPTSyTWZdaSVnhVyoV+krIn6eyKFTMoRC3Qng2ogZ72x+J/XTVR47qUkihOFIzRdFCbUUtwaR2P1iMBI0ZEmEAmi/2qhARQQKR1gUYfgzJ48T1onVadWPb2pleoXeRwFsA8OQBk44AzUwRVogCZA4BE8g1fwZjwZL8a78TFtXTDymT3wB8bnDwMlm4E=</latexit>

V �⇡,⇢(z0)

<latexit sha1_base64="TL2bmorJari4Yv2Ny1BPgGqd6Yc=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsXDhahgpREKrqSghuXFewDmhgm00kzdDIJMxOhhizd+CtuXCji1k9w5984bbPQ6oF7OZxzLzP3+AmjUlnWl1FaWFxaXimvVtbWNza3zO2djoxTgUkbxywWPR9JwignbUUVI71EEBT5jHT90eXE794RIWnMb9Q4IW6EhpwGFCOlJc/c79xmThJST3d67IgwzvPa/UQTNCL5kWdWrbo1BfxL7IJUQYGWZ346gxinEeEKMyRl37YS5WZIKIoZyStOKkmC8AgNSV9TjiIi3Wx6SA4PtTKAQSx0cQWn6s+NDEVSjiNfT0ZIhXLem4j/ef1UBeduRnmSKsLx7KEgZVDFcJIKHFBBsGJjTRAWVP8V4hAJhJXOrqJDsOdP/ks6J3W7UT+9blSbF0UcZbAHDkAN2OAMNMEVaIE2wOABPIEX8Go8Gs/Gm/E+Gy0Zxc4u+AXj4xtMQZol</latexit>

log
⇡(u|z)

⇡̃(u)

<latexit sha1_base64="wy4kyIl2HNOhe0sTCvaLB0l9kFw=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VoNyWRiq6k4MZlBfuAJpTJdNIOnWTCPIQa8wFu/BU3LhRx6we482+ctFlo64GBwznncuceP2ZUKtv+tgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gI7kWmLQxZ1z0fCQJoxFpK6oY6cWCoNBnpOtPrjK/e0eEpDy6VdOYeCEaRTSgGCkjDcoVl/GRGwiEEzemVf1wX0sTV1E2JJmQVnUtNSm7bs8Al4mTkwrI0RqUv9whxzokkcIMSdl37Fh5CRKKYkbSkqsliRGeoBHpGxqhkEgvmR2TwhOjDGHAhXmRgjP190SCQimnoW+SIVJjuehl4n9eX6vgwktoFGtFIjxfFGgGFYdZM3BIBcGKTQ1BWFDzV4jHyDSjTH8lU4KzePIy6ZzWnUb97KZRaV7mdRTBETgGVeCAc9AE16AF2gCDR/AMXsGb9WS9WO/WxzxasPKZQ/AH1ucPgTWb5Q==</latexit>

log
�(⌧, !|z, u)

�̃(⌧, !)

<latexit sha1_base64="7ddV72q2+GecsxzYitRRUGd2KjM=">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</latexit>

log
%⌧,!(z0|z, u)

%̃(z0)

<latexit sha1_base64="UazX6DJK9Wjozb2jO0QCx0AqInY=">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</latexit>

⌧, ! ⇠ �(·|z, u)

<latexit sha1_base64="prR3lHXtYj0vyt9Q/ERHMOFPJOg=">AAACCXicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNYhAihHAnEVMKNpYRjAnkQpjbbJIlu7fH7pwQo62Nf8XGQhFb/4Gd/8ZNTKGJDwYe780wMy9KpLDo+1/ewuLS8spqZi27vrG5tZ3b2b22OjWM15iW2jQisFyKmNdQoOSNxHBQkeT1aHA+9us33Fih4yscJryloBeLrmCATmrnaIiQFkOteA9CK5SrnoJCyDoa726L6VE7l/dL/gR0ngRTkidTVNu5z7CjWap4jEyCtc3AT7A1AoOCSX6fDVPLE2AD6PGmozEoblujySf39NApHdrVxlWMdKL+nhiBsnaoItepAPt21huL/3nNFLuV1kjESYo8Zj+LuqmkqOk4FtoRhjOUQ0eAGeFupawPBhi68LIuhGD25XlyfVwKyqWTy3L+rDKNI0P2yQEpkICckjNyQaqkRhh5IE/khbx6j96z9+a9/7QueNOZPfIH3sc3aeWaIA==</latexit>

u ⇠ ⇡(·|z)

<latexit sha1_base64="VfVL56VtzmU2nLYUQibZFKeMHPQ=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBotQNyWRil0W3LisYB/QhDKZTNqhM5MwM1Fq2k9x40IRt36JO//GaZuFth64cDjnXu69J0gYVdpxvq3CxubW9k5xt7S3f3B4ZJePOypOJSZtHLNY9gKkCKOCtDXVjPQSSRAPGOkG45u5330gUtFY3OtJQnyOhoJGFCNtpIFdTj1FuZfQqofDWE+fLgZ2xak5C8B14uakAnK0BvaXF8Y45URozJBSfddJtJ8hqSlmZFbyUkUShMdoSPqGCsSJ8rPF6TN4bpQQRrE0JTRcqL8nMsSVmvDAdHKkR2rVm4v/ef1URw0/oyJJNRF4uShKGdQxnOcAQyoJ1mxiCMKSmlshHiGJsDZplUwI7urL66RzWXPrtau7eqXZyOMoglNwBqrABdegCW5BC7QBBo/gGbyCN2tqvVjv1seytWDlMyfgD6zPHzJNk+8=</latexit>

s ⇠ p(·|z)

<latexit sha1_base64="gzEseS6Ypdiy5KsaO67oo8KHIpc=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0Wom5JIxS4LblxWsA9oQ5lMJu3QeYSZSaHG/okbF4q49U/c+TdO2yy09cCFwzn3cu89YcKoNp737RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Mj9/ikrWWqMGlhyaTqhkgTRgVpGWoY6SaKIB4y0gnHt3O/MyFKUykezDQhAUdDQWOKkbHSwHV1X1MOk0ofR9I8PV4O3LJX9RaA68TPSRnkaA7cr34kccqJMJghrXu+l5ggQ8pQzMis1E81SRAeoyHpWSoQJzrIFpfP4IVVIhhLZUsYuFB/T2SIaz3loe3kyIz0qjcX//N6qYnrQUZFkhoi8HJRnDJoJJzHACOqCDZsagnCitpbIR4hhbCxYZVsCP7qy+ukfVX1a9Xr+1q5Uc/jKIIzcA4qwAc3oAHuQBO0AAYT8AxewZuTOS/Ou/OxbC04+cwp+APn8wcG9JM+</latexit>

x0 ⇠ !(·|u, s0)

<latexit sha1_base64="YQH4niWytZ3O8mOQKBEzmKNBH5I=">AAACEXicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eFoMQQcKuRMwx4MVjBPOA7BpmZzvJkJmdZWZWDGt+wYu/4sWDIl69efNvnDwQTSxoKKq66e4KYkaVdpwvK7O0vLK6ll3PbWxube/kd/caSiSSQJ0IJmQrwAoYjaCuqWbQiiVgHjBoBoOLsd+8BamoiK71MAaf415Eu5RgbaROvnh3k3qxpBxGnqLcExx6uOiRUOj75ET9mMedfMEpORPYi8SdkQKaodbJf3qhIAmHSBOGlWq7Tqz9FEtNCYNRzksUxJgMcA/ahkaYg/LTyUcj+8good0V0lSk7Yn6eyLFXKkhD0wnx7qv5r2x+J/XTnS34qc0ihMNEZku6ibM1sIex2OHVALRbGgIJpKaW23SxxITbULMmRDc+ZcXSeO05JZLZ1flQrUyiyOLDtAhKiIXnaMqukQ1VEcEPaAn9IJerUfr2Xqz3qetGWs2s4/+wPr4BtoUnkA=</latexit>

z0 ⇠ ⇢⌧,!(·|z, u, x0)

<latexit sha1_base64="S/HwslscisOtxvRsw1NFyJ7oRbk=">AAACH3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdelmsAgVSpmR+lgKblxWsFXo1JJJb9tgMhmSO2I79k/c+CtuXCgi7vo3prWIVg8EDuecy809YSy4Qc8bOjOzc/MLi5ml7PLK6tp6bmOzZlSiGVSZEkpfhdSA4BFUkaOAq1gDlaGAy/DmdORf3oI2XEUX2IuhIWkn4m3OKFqpmTvsX6dBrLmEQWC4DHRXNdMAaVIMlIQOHRQC1lJ43y8mxbvv6F4zl/dK3hjuX+JPSJ5MUGnmPoKWYomECJmgxtR9L8ZGSjVyJmCQDRIDMWU3tAN1SyMqwTTS8X0Dd9cqLbettH0RumP150RKpTE9GdqkpNg1095I/M+rJ9g+bqQ8ihOEiH0taifCReWOynJbXAND0bOEMs3tX13WpZoytJVmbQn+9Ml/SW2/5JdLB+fl/MnxpI4M2SY7pEB8ckROyBmpkCph5IE8kRfy6jw6z86b8/4VnXEmM1vkF5zhJzu5pEc=</latexit>

s0 ⇠ ⌧(·|s, u)

<latexit sha1_base64="xSQ9yy5xB19MFcq5rkibKeBuFFA=">AAACBnicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KMIwSJUkJJIxR4LXjxWsB/QxLLZbNqlu0nYnQgl9uTFv+LFgyJe/Q3e/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZub5CWcKbPvbWFpeWV1bL2wUN7e2d3bNvf2WilNJaJPEPJYdHyvKWUSbwIDTTiIpFj6nbX94NfHb91QqFke3MEqoJ3A/YiEjGLTUM4/UXeYmkgk6dhUTLuC07JIghgd1lp72zJJdsaewFomTkxLK0eiZX24Qk1TQCAjHSnUdOwEvwxIY4XRcdFNFE0yGuE+7mkZYUOVl0zfG1olWAiuMpa4IrKn6eyLDQqmR8HWnwDBQ895E/M/rphDWvIxFSQo0IrNFYcotiK1JJlbAJCXAR5pgIpm+1SIDLDEBnVxRh+DMv7xIWucVp1q5uKmW6rU8jgI6RMeojBx0ieroGjVQExH0iJ7RK3oznowX4934mLUuGfnMAfoD4/MHuU2ZPw==</latexit>

Es⇠p(·|z)�(s, u)

<latexit sha1_base64="jIhdEC93rsv/Ze6JQuCWbYT5O/Y=">AAACE3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkVoRcqMVHQlBRFcVrAP6Awlk6ZtaCYZkoxQx/kHN/6KGxeKuHXjzr8x03ah1QOBwzn3cnNOEDGqtON8WbmFxaXllfxqYW19Y3PL3t5pKhFLTBpYMCHbAVKEUU4ammpG2pEkKAwYaQWji8xv3RKpqOA3ehwRP0QDTvsUI22krn3ohUgPgyC5TLuJ8hQNYVTycE/o+7ty6sWRokzwkjqKy1276FScCeBf4s5IEcxQ79qfXk/gOCRcY4aU6rhOpP0ESU0xI2nBixWJEB6hAekYylFIlJ9MMqXwwCg92BfSPK7hRP25kaBQqXEYmMksgZr3MvE/rxPr/pmfUB7FmnA8PdSPGdQCZgXBHpUEazY2BGFJzV8hHiKJsDY1FkwJ7nzkv6R5XHGrlZPrarF2PqsjD/bAPigBF5yCGrgCddAAGDyAJ/ACXq1H69l6s96nozlrtrMLfsH6+AZd+J5x</latexit>

task (of replicating expert actions or matching expert re-
turns). As a result, no distinction needs be made between the
“external” environment (with objective dynamics ⌧env,!env)
and the “internal” environment model that an agent works
with (with subjective dynamics ⌧,!). Indeed, if the learned
model were to be evaluated based on live deployment in the
real environment (as is the case in IL/IRL), it only makes
sense that we stipulate ⌧,! = ⌧env,!env for the best results.

However, in IDM (and IBRC) we are precisely accounting
for how an agent may appear to deviate from such perfect,
point-valued knowledge of the environment. Disentangling
subjective and objective dynamics is now critical: Both the
forward recursion (Lemma 1) for occupancy measures and
the backward recursion (Theorem 4) for value functions
are computations internal to the agent’s mind—and need
not correspond to any notion of true environment dynamics.
The external dynamics only comes into play when consider-
ing the distribution of trajectories h ⇠ �⇡,⇢ induced by an
agent’s policies, which—by definition—manifests through
(actual or potential) interaction with the real environment.

Demonstrated vs. Projected Behavior As advanced thro-
ughout, a primary benefit of the generalized perspective we
develop is that we may ask normative-descriptive questions
taking the form: “Given that this (boundedly rational) agent
should optimize this �, how suboptimally do they appear
to behave?” Precisely, as pertains IBRC we noted that—
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as the investigator—we are free to specify (what we deem)
“meaningful” values for � within ✓norm, while recovering one
or more behavioral parameters ↵,�, � from ✓desc. Clearly,
however, we are not at liberty to specify completely random
values for � (or, more generally, that we are not at liberty to
design ⇥ and ✓norm in an entirely arbitrary fashion). For one,
the resulting inverse decision model may simply be a poor
reflection the original behavior (i.e. the projection �⇤

imit onto
�✓norm may simply lose too much information from �demo.6

Without doubt, the usefulness of the inverse decision model
(i.e. in providing valid interpretations of observed behavior)
depends entirely on the design and specification of ⇥ and
✓norm, which requires care in practice. Most importantly, it
should be verified that—under our designed parameteriza-
tion—the projected behavior �⇤

imit is still a faithful model of
the demonstrated behavior �demo. In particular, compared
with fitting a black-box model for imitating behavior—or
any standard method for imitation/apprenticeship learning,
for that matter—it should be verified that our (interpretably
parameterized) model does not suffer inordinately in terms
of accuracy measures (i.e. in predicting u from h); otherwise
the model (and its interpretation) would not be meaningful.
In Appendix B, we perform precisely such a sanity check
for IBRC, using a variety of standard benchmarks (Table 5).

A.2. Further Related Work

While relevant works have been noted throughout the manus-
cript, here we provide additional context for IDM and IBRC,
and how notable techniques/frameworks relate to our work.

Inverse Decision Modeling Pertinent methods subsumed
by our forward and inverse formalisms have been noted in
Tables 2–3. In particular, techniques that can be formalized
as instantiations of IDM are enumerated in Table 1. Broadly,
for imitation learning these include behavioral cloning-like
methods [14–21], as well as distribution-matching methods
that directly match occupancy measures [23–39]; we defer
to [12, 100] for more thorough surveys. For apprenticeship
learning by inverse reinforcement learning, these include
classic maximum-margin methods based on feature expec-
tations [13, 40–45], maximum likelihood soft policy match-
ing using Boltzmann-rational policies [51, 52], maximum
entropy policies [50, 89–92], and Bayesian maximum a pos-
teriori inference [59–63], as well as methods that leverage
preference models and annotations for learning [95–99].

In this context, the novelty of the IDM formalism is two-fold.
First, in defining a unifying framework that generalizes all
prior techniques, IDM simultaneously opens up a new class
of problems in behavior representation learning with con-

6Abstractly, this is not dissimilar to any type of model fitting prob-
lem: If the mismatch between the (unknown) data generating pro-
cess and the (imposed) structure of the model is too great, then the
quality of the model—by any reasonable measure—would suffer.

sciously designed parameterizations. Specifically, in defin-
ing inverse decision models as projections in �-space in-
duced by F, G, and ⇥, the structure and decomposition cho-
sen for ⇥norm ⇥ ⇥desc allows asking normative-descriptive
questions that seek to understand observed decision-making
behavior. Second, in elevating recognition policies to first-
class citizenship in partially-observable environments, IDM
greatly generalizes the notion of “boundedness” in decision-
making—that is, from the existing focus on noisy optimality
in ⇡, to the ideas of subjective dynamics � and biased belief-
updates ⇢ (viz. discussion in the beginning of this section).

Orthogonal Frameworks Multiple studies have proposed
frameworks that provide generalized treatments of different
aspects of inverse reinforcement learning [28, 30, 35, 58, 60,
172, 173]. However, these are orthogonal to our purposes
in the sense that they are primarily concerned with estab-
lishing connections between different aspects/subsets of the
imitation/apprenticeship learning literature. These include
loss-function perspectives [58] and Bayesian MAP perspec-
tives [60] on inverse reinforcement learning, f -divergence
minimization perspectives [28, 30] on distribution match-
ing, connections between adversarial and non-adversarial
methods for distribution matching [35], as well as different
problem settings for learning reward functions [173]. But
relative to the IDM formalism, all such frameworks operate
within the special case of ✓desc =� (and full observability).

Case Study: GAIL Beyond aforementioned distinctions,
another implication is that IDM defines a single language
for understanding key results in such prior works. For exam-
ple, we revisit the well-known result in [25] that gives rise
to generative adversarial imitation learning (“GAIL”): It is
instructive to recast it in more general—but simpler—terms.
First, consider a maximum entropy learner in the MDP set-
ting (cf. Table 2), paired with a maximum margin identifi-
cation strategy with a parameter regularizer ⇣ (cf. Table 3):

F ME
✓norm

(✓desc)
.
=�⇡⇤ where ⇡⇤ .

= argmax⇡Ez⇠⇢0V
�⇡

soft,✓(z) (26)

GMM
✓norm

(�)
.
=argmin✓desc

Ez⇠⇢0[V
�imit

soft,✓(z)�V �
✓ (z)]+⇣(✓desc) (27)

Second, consider a black-box decision-rule policy (cf. Table
2), where neural-network weights � directly parameterize a
policy network fdecision (and ✓desc = �); this is paired with a
distribution matching identification strategy (cf. Table 3):

F DR
✓norm

(✓desc)
.
= argmax⇡ �(⇡ � fdecision(�)) (28)

GDM
✓norm

(�)
.
= argmin

✓desc
⇣⇤(�demo��imit)�Himit (29)

where distance measures are given by the convex conjugate
⇣⇤, and Himit gives the causal entropy of the imitating policy.
Now, the primary motivation behind generative adversar-
ial imitation learning is the observation that ⇣-regularized
maximum-margin soft IRL implicitly seeks a policy whose
occupancy is close to the demonstrator’s as measured by ⇣⇤.
In IDM, this corresponds to a remarkably simple statement:
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Proposition 6 (Ho and Ermon, Recast) Define the beha-
vior projections induced by the composition of each pairing:

projME,MM
�✓norm

.
= F ME

✓norm
� GMM

✓norm
(30)

projDR,DM
�✓norm

.
= F DR

✓norm
� GDM

✓norm
(31)

Then these projections are identical: proj ME,MM
�✓norm

= proj DR,DM
�✓norm

(and inverse decision models thereby obtained are identical).

In their original context, the significance of this lies in the
fact that the first pairing explicitly requires parameteriza-
tions via reward functions (which—in classic apprenticeship
methods—is restricted to be linear/convex), whereas the
second pairing allows arbitrary parameterization by neural
networks (which—while black-box—are more flexible). In
our language, this simply means that the first projection req-
uires ✓desc =�, while the second projection allows ✓desc =�.

Inverse Bounded Rational Control Pertaining to IBRC,
methods that are comparable and/or subsumed have been
noted in Tables 1 and 4. In addition, the context of IBRC
within existing notions of bounded rationality have been dis-
cussed in detail in the beginning of this section. Now, more
broadly, we note that the study of imperfect behaviors [4]
spans multiple disciplines: in cognitive science [5], biologi-
cal systems [6], behavioral economics [7], and information
theory [8]. Specifically, IBRC generalizes this latter class
of information-theoretic approaches to bounded rationality.
First, the notion of flexibility in terms of the informational
effort in determining successive actions (cf. decision com-
plexity) is present in maximum entropy [101–104] and KL-
regularized [107–111] agents. Second, the notion of toler-
ance in terms of the statistical surprise in adapting to succes-
sive beliefs (cf. recognition complexity) is present in behav-
ioral economics [7, 174] and decision theory [75, 146, 175].
Third, the notions of optimism and pessimism in terms of the
average regret in deviating from prior knowledge (cf. specifi-
cation complexity) are present in robust planners [148–151].

On account of this, the novelty of the IBRC example is three-
fold. First, it is the first to present generalized recursions
incorporating all three notions of complexity—that is, in the
mappings into internal states, models, and actions. Second,
IBRC does so in the partially-observable setting, which—
as noted in above discussions—crucially generalizes the
idea of subjective dynamics into subjective beliefs, thereby
accounting for boundedness in the recognition process it-
self. Third (perhaps most importantly), IBRC is the first to
consider the inverse problem—that is, of turning the entire
formalism on its head to learn the parameterizations of such
boundedness, instead of simply assuming known parameters
as required by the forward problem. Finally, it is impor-
tant to note that IBRC is simply one example: There are
of course many possibilities for formulating boundedness,
including such aspects as myopia and temporal inconsis-
tency [176,176]; we leave such applications for future work.

Interpretable Behavior Representations Lastly, a variety
of works have approached the task of representing behav-
iors in an interpretable manner. In inverse reinforcement
learning, multiple works have focused on the reward func-
tion itself, specifying interpretable structures that explic-
itly express a decision-maker’s preferences [62], behavior
under time pressure [75], consideration of counterfactual
outcomes [73], as well as intended goals [177]. Separately,
another strand of research has focused on imposing inter-
pretable structures onto policy functions themselves, such
as representing policies in terms of decision trees [178] and
intended outcomes [179] in the forward problem, or—in the
inverse case—learning imitating policies based on decision
trees [180] or decision boundaries [22]. In the context of
IDM, both of these approaches can naturally be viewed as
instantiations of our more general approach of learning rep-
resentations of behavior through interpretably parameterized
planners and inverse planners (as noted throughout Tables
1–3). Finally, for completeness also note that an orthogonal
branch of research is dedicated to generating autonomous
explanations of artificial behavior, as suggested updates to
human models [181, 182], and also as responses to human
queries in a shared [183] or user-specified vocabulary [184].

A.3. Future Work

A clear source of potential research lies in exploring differ-
ently structured parameterizations ⇥ to allow interpretable
representation learning of behaviors. After all, beyond the
black-box and reward-centric approaches in Table 1 and the
handful of works that have sought to account for subjective
dynamics [22, 67, 80, 93], our example of IBRC is only one
such prototype that exercises the IDM formalism more fully.
In developing more complex and/or expressive forward mod-
els, an important question to bear in mind is to what extent
the inverse problem is identifiable. In most existing cases we
have seen, the usual strategies—such as constraining scal-
ing, shifting, reward shaping, as well as the use of Bayesian
inference—is sufficient to recover meaningful values. How-
ever, we have also seen that in the extreme case of an arbit-
rary differentiable planner, any inverse problem immediately
falls prey to the “no free lunch” result [105, 106, 136, 137].
Thus balancing aspects of complexity, interpretability, and
identifiability of decision models would be an interesting
direction of work. Finally, in this work we primarily focused
on the idea of limited intentionality—that is, in the goal-
seeking nature of an agent and how they may be constrained
in this respect. But the flip side is also interesting: One can
explore the idea of limited attentionality—that is, in how
an agent may be constrained in their ability to focus on se-
quences of past events. This idea is explored in [185,186] by
analogy with information bottlenecks in sensors and mem-
ory capacities; however, there is much room for develop-
ing more human-interpretable parameterizations of how an
agent may pay selective attention to observations over time.
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B. Experiment Details
Computation In IBRC, we define the space of agent states
(i.e. subjective beliefs) as Z .

= Rk, where k is the number
of world states (k=3 for ADNI, and k=2 for DIAG). To
implement the backward recursion (Theorem 4), each di-
mension of Z is discretized with a resolution of 100, and the
values V (z) in the resulting lattice are updated iteratively
exactly according to the backup operator B⇤—until conver-
gence (which is guaranteed by the fact that B⇤ is contractive,
therefore the fixed point is unique; see Appendix C). For
evaluation at any point z, we (linearly) interpolate between
the closest neighboring grid points. In terms of implement-
ing the inverse problem in a Bayesian manner (i.e. to recover
posterior distributions over ⇥desc), we perform MCMC in
log-parameter space (i.e. log↵, log �, log ⌘). Specifically,
the proposal distribution is zero-mean Gaussian with stan-
dard deviation 0.1, with every 10th step collected as a sam-
ple. In each instance, the initial 1,000 burn-in samples are
discarded, and a total of 10,000 steps are taken after burn-in.

Recognition In the manuscript, we make multiple referenc-
es to the Bayes update, in particular within the context of our
(possibly-biased) belief-update (Equation 9). For complete-
ness, we state this explicitly: Given point-valued knowledge
of ⌧,!, update ⇢⌧,!(z0|z, u, x0) is the Dirac delta centered at

p(s0|z,u,x0,⌧,!)
.
= Es⇠p(·|z)


⌧(s0|s, u)!(x0|u, s0)

Es0⇠⌧(·|s,u)!(x0|u, s0)

�
(32)

and the overall recognition policy is the expectation over
such values of ⌧,! (Equation 9). As noted in Section 4.1,
in general �̃ represents any prior distribution the agent is
specified to have, and in particular can be some Bayesian
posterior p(⌧,!|E) given any form of experience E . This
can be modeled in any manner, and is not the focus of our
work; what matters here is simply that the agent may deviate
optimistically/pessimistically from such a prior. As noted
in Section 5, for our purposes we simulate �̃ by discretizing
the space of models such that probabilities vary in ±10% in-
crements from the (highest-likelihood) truth. In ADNI, this
means �̃ is centered at the IOHMM learned from the data.

Model Accuracy In Appendix A.1 we discussed the caveat:
In order for an inverse decision model to provide valid in-
terpretations of observed behavior, it should be verified
that—under the designed parameterization—the projected
behavior �⇤

imit is still an accurate model of the demonstrated
behavior �demo. Here we perform such a sanity check for
our IBRC example using the ADNI environment. We con-
sider the following standard benchmark algorithms. First,
in terms of black-box models for imitation learning, we
consider behavioral cloning [15] with a recurrent neural net-
work for observation-action histories (RNN-Based BC-IL);
an adaptation of model-based imitation learning [187] to
partially-observable settings, using the learned IOHMM as

Table 5. Comparison of Model Accuracies. IBRC performs sim-
ilarly to all benchmark algorithms in matching demonstrated ac-
tions. Results are computed using held-out samples based on 5-fold
cross-validation. IBRC is slightly better-calibrated, and similar in
precision-recall scores (differences are statistically insignificant).

Inverse Decision Model Calibration
(Low is Better)

PRC Score
(High is Better)

Black-Box Model:
RNN-Based BC-IL 0.18 ± 0.05 0.81 ± 0.08
IOHMM-Based BC-IL 0.19 ± 0.07 0.79 ± 0.11
Joint IOHMM-Based BC-IL 0.17 ± 0.05 0.81 ± 0.09

Reward-Centric Model:
Bayesian PO-IRL 0.23 ± 0.01 0.78 ± 0.09
Joint Bayesian PO-IRL 0.24 ± 0.01 0.79 ± 0.09

Boundedly Rational Model:
IBRC (with learned ↵,�, ⌘) 0.16 ± 0.00 0.77 ± 0.01

model (IOHMM-Based BC-IL); and a recently-proposed
model-based imitation learning that allows for subjective dy-
namics [22] by jointly learning the agent’s possibly-biased
internal model and their probabilistic decision boundaries
(Joint IOHMM-Based BC-IL). Second, in terms of classic
reward-centric methods for apprenticeship learning, we con-
sider Bayesian inverse reinforcement learning in partially-
observable environments [75] equipped with the learned
IOHMM as model (Bayesian PO-IRL); and—analogous to
the black-box case—the equivalent of this method that trains
the dynamics model jointly along with the agent’s appren-
ticeship policy [74] (Joint Bayesian PO-IRL). Algorithms
requiring learned models are given IOHMMs estimated us-
ing conventional methods [188]—which is the same method
by which the true model is estimated in IBRC (that is, as
part of the space of candidate models in the support of �̃).

ResultsResultsResultsResultsResultsResultsResultsResultsResultsResultsResultsResultsResultsResultsResultsResultsResults. Table 5 shows results of this comparison on predict-
ing actions, computed using held-out samples based on 5-
fold cross-validation. Crucially, while IBRC has the advan-
tage in terms of interpretability of parameterization, its per-
formance—purely in terms of predicting actions—does not
degrade: IBRC is slightly better in terms of calibration, and
similar in precision-recall (differences are statistically in-
significant), which—for our ADNI example—affirms the va-
lidity of IBRC as an (interpretable) representation of �demo.

Data Selection From the ADNI data, we first selected out
anomalous cases without a cognitive dementia rating test
result, which is almost always taken at every visit by ev-
ery patient. Second, we also truncated patient trajectories at
points where a visit is skipped (that is, if the next visit of a pa-
tient does not occur immediately after the 6-monthly period
following the previous visit). This selection process leaves
1,626 patients out of the original 1,737, and the median num-
ber of consecutive visits for each patient is three. In measur-
ing MRI outcomes, the “average” is defined to be within half
a standard deviation of the population mean. Note that this is
the same pre-processing method employed for ADNI in [22].
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Implementation Details of implementation for benchmark
algorithms follow the setup in [22], and are reproduced here:
RNN-Based BC-ILRNN-Based BC-ILRNN-Based BC-ILRNN-Based BC-ILRNN-Based BC-ILRNN-Based BC-ILRNN-Based BC-ILRNN-Based BC-ILRNN-Based BC-ILRNN-Based BC-ILRNN-Based BC-ILRNN-Based BC-ILRNN-Based BC-ILRNN-Based BC-ILRNN-Based BC-ILRNN-Based BC-ILRNN-Based BC-IL: We train an RNN whose inputs are the
observed histories h and whose outputs are the predicted
probabilities ⇡̂(u|h) of taking action u given the observed
history h. The network consists of an LSTM unit of size 64
and a fully-connected hidden layer of size 64. The cross-
entropy L=�

PN
n=1

PT
t=1

P
u2U

I{ut =u} log ⇡̂(u|h) is
minimized using the Adam optimizer with a learning rate
of 0.001 until convergence (that is, when the loss does not
improve for 100 consecutive iterations). Bayesian PO-IRLBayesian PO-IRLBayesian PO-IRLBayesian PO-IRLBayesian PO-IRLBayesian PO-IRLBayesian PO-IRLBayesian PO-IRLBayesian PO-IRLBayesian PO-IRLBayesian PO-IRLBayesian PO-IRLBayesian PO-IRLBayesian PO-IRLBayesian PO-IRLBayesian PO-IRLBayesian PO-IRL:
The IOHMM parameters are initialized by sampling uni-
formly at random. Then, they are estimated and fixed using
conventional IOHMM methods. The utility � is initialized
as �̂0(s, u)="s,u, where "s,u ⇠N (0, 0.0012). Then, it is es-
timated via MCMC sampling, during which new candidate
samples are generated by adding Gaussian noise with stan-
dard deviation 0.001 to the previous sample. To form the
final estimate, we average every 10th sample among the sec-
ond set of 500 samples, ignoring the first 500 samples. To
compute optimal Q-values, we use an off-the-shelf POMDP
solver https://www.pomdp.org/code/index.html.
Joint Bayesian PO-IRLJoint Bayesian PO-IRLJoint Bayesian PO-IRLJoint Bayesian PO-IRLJoint Bayesian PO-IRLJoint Bayesian PO-IRLJoint Bayesian PO-IRLJoint Bayesian PO-IRLJoint Bayesian PO-IRLJoint Bayesian PO-IRLJoint Bayesian PO-IRLJoint Bayesian PO-IRLJoint Bayesian PO-IRLJoint Bayesian PO-IRLJoint Bayesian PO-IRLJoint Bayesian PO-IRLJoint Bayesian PO-IRL: All parameters are initialized ex-
actly the same way as in Bayesian PO-IRL. Then, both the
IOHMM parameters and the utility are estimated jointly
via MCMC sampling. In order to generate new candidate
samples, with equal probabilities we either sample new
IOHMM parameters from the posterior (but without chang-
ing �) or obtain a new � the same way we do in Bayesian
PO-IRL (but without changing the IOHMM parameters).
A final estimate is formed the same way as in Bayesian
PO-IRL. IOHMM-Based BC-ILIOHMM-Based BC-ILIOHMM-Based BC-ILIOHMM-Based BC-ILIOHMM-Based BC-ILIOHMM-Based BC-ILIOHMM-Based BC-ILIOHMM-Based BC-ILIOHMM-Based BC-ILIOHMM-Based BC-ILIOHMM-Based BC-ILIOHMM-Based BC-ILIOHMM-Based BC-ILIOHMM-Based BC-ILIOHMM-Based BC-ILIOHMM-Based BC-ILIOHMM-Based BC-IL: The IOHMM parameters
are initialized by sampling them uniformly at random. Then,
they are estimated and fixed using conventional IOHMM
methods. Given the IOHMM parameters, we parameter-
ize policies using the method of [22], with the policy pa-
rameters {µu}u2U (not to be confused with the occupancy
measure “µ” as defined in the present work) initialized
as µ̂0

u(s) = (1/|S| + "u,s)/
P

s02S(1/|S| + "u,s0), where
"u,s0 ⇠N (0, 0.0012). Then, they are estimated according
solely to the action likelihoods in using the EM algorithm.
The expected log-posterior is maximized using the Adam
optimizer with learning rate 0.001 until convergence (that is,
when the expected log-posterior does not improve for 100
consecutive iterations). Joint IOHMM-Based BC-ILJoint IOHMM-Based BC-ILJoint IOHMM-Based BC-ILJoint IOHMM-Based BC-ILJoint IOHMM-Based BC-ILJoint IOHMM-Based BC-ILJoint IOHMM-Based BC-ILJoint IOHMM-Based BC-ILJoint IOHMM-Based BC-ILJoint IOHMM-Based BC-ILJoint IOHMM-Based BC-ILJoint IOHMM-Based BC-ILJoint IOHMM-Based BC-ILJoint IOHMM-Based BC-ILJoint IOHMM-Based BC-ILJoint IOHMM-Based BC-ILJoint IOHMM-Based BC-IL: This
corresponds exactly to the proposed method of [22] itself,
which is similar to IOHMM-Based BC-IL except parameters
are trained jointly. All parameters are initialized exactly the
same way as before; then, the IOHMM parameters and the
policy parameters are estimated jointly according to both the
action likelihoods and the observation likelihoods simultane-
ously. The expected log-posterior is again maximized using
the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.001 until con-
vergence (non-improvement for 100 consecutive iterations).

C. Proofs of Propositions
Lemma 1 (Forward Recursion) Define the forward oper-
ator F⇡,⇢ : �(Z)�(Z) such that for any given µ 2 �(Z):

(F⇡,⇢µ)(z)
.
= (1 � �)⇢0(z) + �(M⇡,⇢µ)(z) (12)

Then the occupancy µ⇡,⇢ is the (unique) fixed point of F⇡,⇢.

Proof. Start from the definition of M⇡,⇢; episodes are res-
tarted on completion ad infinitum, so we can write µ⇡,⇢ as:

µ⇡,⇢(z)
.
= (1 � �)

P
1

t=0 �
tp(zt = z|z0 ⇠ ⇢0)

= (1 � �)
P

1

t=0 �
t((M⇡,⇢)t⇢0)(z)

(33)

Then we obtain the result by simple algebraic manipulation:

(1 � �)⇢0(z) + �(M⇡,⇢µ⇡,⇢)(z)

= (1 � �)⇢0(z) + �(1 � �)
P

1

t=0 �
t((M⇡,⇢)t+1⇢0)(z)

= (1 � �)(⇢0(z) +
P

1

t=0 �
t+1((M⇡,⇢)t+1⇢0)(z))

= (1 � �)
P

1

t=0 �
t((M⇡,⇢)t⇢0)(z)

= µ⇡,⇢(z) (34)

For uniqueness, we use the usual conditions—that is, that
the process induced by the environment and the agent’s poli-
cies is ergodic, with a single closed communicating class.

Lemma 2 (Backward Recursion) Define the backward o-
perator B⇡,⇢ : RZ ! RZ such that for any given V 2 RZ :

(B⇡,⇢V )(z)
.
= Es⇠p(·|z)

u⇠⇡(·|z)

[�(s, u) + E ⌧,!⇠�(·|z,u)
s0

⇠⌧(·|s,u)
x0

⇠!(·|u,s0)
z0

⇠⇢⌧,!(·|z,u,x0)

�V (z0)]

(14)
Then the (dual) optimal V is the (unique) fixed point of B⇡,⇢;
this is the value function considering knowledge uncertainty:

V �⇡,⇢(z)
.
=

P
1

t=0 �
tE st⇠p(·|zt)

ut⇠⇡(·|zt)
⌧,!⇠�(·|zt,ut)
st+1⇠⌧(·|st,ut)

xt+1⇠!(·|ut,st+1)
zt+1⇠⇢⌧,!(·|zt,ut,xt+1)

[�(st, ut)|z0 = z] (15)

so we can equivalently write targets J⇡,⇢=Ez⇠⇢0V
�⇡,⇢(z).

Likewise, we can also define the (state-action) value func-
tion Q�⇡,⇢2RZ⇥U —that is, Q�⇡,⇢(z,u)

.
=Es⇠p(·|z)[�(s,u)+

E⌧,!⇠�(·|z,u),...,z0⇠⇢⌧,!(·|z,u,x0)�V
�⇡,⇢(z0)] given an action.

Proof. Start with the Lagrangian, with V 2RZ : L⇡,⇢(µ, V )

.
= J⇡,⇢ � hV, µ � �M⇡,⇢µ � (1 � �)⇢0i
= E z⇠µ⇡,⇢

s⇠p(·|z)
u⇠⇡(·|z)

�(s, u) � hV, µ � �M⇡,⇢µ � (1 � �)⇢0i

= E z⇠µ⇡,⇢

s⇠p(·|z)
u⇠⇡(·|z)

�(s, u) + E z⇠µ⇡,⇢

s⇠p(·|z)
u⇠⇡(·|z)

⌧,!⇠�(·|z,u)
s0

⇠⌧(·|s,u)
x0

⇠!(·|u,s0)
z0

⇠⇢(·|z,u,x0)

�V (z0)

� Ez⇠µ⇡,⇢V (z) + hV, (1 � �)⇢0i (35)
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= E z⇠µ⇡,⇢

s⇠p(·|z)
[Eu⇠⇡(·|z)[�(s, u)

+ E ⌧,!⇠�(·|z,u)
s0

⇠⌧(·|s,u)
x0

⇠!(·|u,s0)
z0

⇠⇢(·|z,u,x0)

�V (z0)] � V (z)] + hV, (1 � �)⇢0i

(36)

Then taking the gradient w.r.t. µ and setting it to zero yields:

V (z) = Es⇠p(·|z)
u⇠⇡(·|z)

[�(s, u) + E ⌧,!⇠�(·|z,u)
s0

⇠⌧(·|s,u)
x0

⇠!(·|u,s0)
z0

⇠⇢(·|z,u,x0)

�V (z0)] (37)

For uniqueness, observe as usual that B⇡,⇢ is �-contracting:

kB⇡,⇢V � B⇡,⇢V
0k1

= maxz

��E u⇠⇡(·|z)
⌧,!⇠�(·|z,u)

z0
⇠%⌧,!(·|z,u)

⇥
�V (z0) � �V 0(z0)

⇤��

 maxzE u⇠⇡(·|z)
⌧,!⇠�(·|z,u)

z0
⇠%⌧,!(·|z,u)

⇥���V (z0) � �V 0(z0)
��⇤

 maxz0
���V (z0) � �V 0(z0)

��

= �kV � V 0k1

(38)

which allows appealing to the contraction mapping theorem.

Proposition 3 (Backward Recursion) Define the backwa-
rd operator B⇡,⇢ : RZ !RZ such that for any given func-
tion V 2RZ and for any given coefficient values ↵,�, ⌘2R:

(B⇡,⇢V )(z)
.
= Es⇠p(·|z)

u⇠⇡(·|z)

⇥
� ↵ log

⇡(u|z)
⇡̃(u) + �(s, u)+

E⌧,!⇠�(·|z,u)

⇥
� � log

�(⌧,!|z,u)
�̃(⌧,!) +

E s0
⇠⌧(·|s,u)

x0
⇠!(·|u,s0)

z0
⇠⇢⌧,!(·|z,u,x0)

⇥
� ⌘ log %⌧,!(z0

|z,u)
%̃(z0)

+�V (z0)
⇤⇤⇤

(19)

Then the (dual) optimal V is the (unique) fixed point of B⇡,⇢;
as before, this is the value function V �⇡,⇢—which now in-
cludes the complexity terms. Likewise, we can also define
the (state-action) Q�⇡,⇢ 2RZ⇥U as the 1/3-step-ahead expec-
tation, and the (state-action-model) K�⇡,⇢ 2RZ⇥U⇥T ⇥O as
the 2/3-steps-ahead expectation (which is new in this setup).

Proof. Start with the Lagrangian, now with the new multipli-
ers ↵,�, ⌘ 2 R in addition to V 2 RZ : L⇡,⇢(µ,↵,�, ⌘, V )

.
= J⇡,⇢ � hV, µ � �M⇡,⇢µ � (1 � �)⇢0i

� ↵ · (I⇡,⇢[⇡; ⇡̃] � A) � � · (I⇡,⇢[�; �̃] � B)

� ⌘ · (I⇡,⇢[%; %̃] � C)

= E z⇠µ⇡,⇢

s⇠p(·|z)
u⇠⇡(·|z)

�(s, u) � hV, µ � �M⇡,⇢µ � (1 � �)⇢0i

� ↵ · (Ez⇠µ⇡,⇢DKL(⇡(·|z)k⇡̃) � A)

� � · (E z⇠µ⇡,⇢

u⇠⇡(·|z)
DKL(�(·|z, u)k�̃) � B)

� ⌘ · (E z⇠µ⇡,⇢

u⇠⇡(·|z)
⌧,!⇠�(·|z,u)

DKL(%⌧,!(·|z, u)k%̃) � C)

(39)

= E z⇠µ⇡,⇢

s⇠p(·|z)
u⇠⇡(·|z)

�(s, u) + E z⇠µ⇡,⇢

s⇠p(·|z)
u⇠⇡(·|z)

⌧,!⇠�(·|z,u)
s0

⇠⌧(·|s,u)
x0

⇠!(·|u,s0)
z0

⇠⇢(·|z,u,x0)

�V (z0)

� Ez⇠µ⇡,⇢V (z) + hV, (1 � �)⇢0i

� ↵ · (E z⇠µ⇡,⇢

u⇠⇡(·|z)
log

⇡(u|z)
⇡̃(u) � A)

� � · (E z⇠µ⇡,⇢

u⇠⇡(·|z)
⌧,!⇠�(·|z,u)

log
�(⌧,!|z,u)

�̃(⌧,!) � B)

� ⌘ · (E z⇠µ⇡,⇢

u⇠⇡(·|z)
⌧,!⇠�(·|z,u)
s0

⇠⌧(·|s,u)
x0

⇠!(·|u,s0)
z0

⇠⇢(·|z,u,x0)

log
%⌧,!(z0

|z,u)
%̃(z0) � C)

= E z⇠µ⇡,⇢

s⇠p(·|z)

⇥
Eu⇠⇡(·|z)

⇥
�(s, u) � ↵ · (log

⇡(u|z)
⇡̃(u) � A)

+ E⌧,!⇠�(·|z,u)

⇥
� � · (log

�(⌧,!|z,u)
�̃(⌧,!) � B)

+ E s0
⇠⌧(·|s,u)

x0
⇠!(·|u,s0)

z0
⇠⇢(·|z,u,x0)

⇥
� ⌘ · (log

%⌧,!(z0
|z,u)

%̃(z0) � C)

+ �V (z0)
⇤⇤⇤

� V (z)
⇤
+ hV, (1 � �)⇢0i (40)

Then taking the gradient w.r.t. µ and setting it to zero yields:

V (z) = Es⇠p(·|z)
u⇠⇡(·|z)

⇥
� ↵ log

⇡(u|z)
⇡̃(u) + �(s, u)+

E⌧,!⇠�(·|z,u)

⇥
� � log

�(⌧,!|z,u)
�̃(⌧,!) +

E s0
⇠⌧(·|s,u)

x0
⇠!(·|u,s0)

z0
⇠⇢⌧,!(·|z,u,x0)

⇥
� ⌘ log %⌧,!(z0

|z,u)
%̃(z0)

+ �V (z0)
⇤⇤⇤
(41)

For uniqueness, observe as before that B⇡,⇢ is �-contracting:
kB⇡,⇢V � B⇡,⇢V 0k1  �kV � V 0k1; then appeal to the
contraction mapping theorem for uniqueness of fixed point.
The only change from before is the additional log terms,
which—like the utility term—cancel out of the differences.

For Theorems 4 and 5, we give a single derivation for both:

Theorem 4 (Boundedly Rational Values) Define the bac-
kward operator B⇤ : RZ ! RZ such that for any V 2 RZ :

(B⇤V )(z)
.
=↵ log Eu⇠⇡̃ exp( 1

↵Q(z, u))

Q(z, u)
.
= � log E⌧,!⇠�̃ exp( 1

� K(z,u,⌧,!))

+ Es⇠p(·|z)�(s, u)K(z,u,⌧,!)
.
=

E s⇠p(·|z)
s0

⇠⌧(·|s,u)
x0

⇠!(·|u,s0)
z0

⇠⇢⌧,!(·|z,u,x0)

⇥
�⌘ log %⌧,!(z0

|z,u)
%̃(z0)

+ �V (z0)
⇤

(20)

Then the boundedly rational value function V ⇤ for the (pri-
mal) optimal ⇡⇤, ⇢⇤ is the (unique) fixed point of B⇤

⇡,⇢. (Note
that both Q⇤ and K⇤ are immediately obtainable from this).
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Theorem 5 (Boundedly Rational Policies) The bounded-
ly rational decision policy (i.e. primal optimal) is given by:

⇡⇤(u|z) =
⇡̃(u)

ZQ⇤ (z) exp
�

1
↵Q⇤(z, u)

�
(21)

and the boundedly rational recognition policy is given by:

⇢⇤(z0|z, u, x0) = E⌧,!⇠�⇤(·|z,u)⇢⌧,!(z0|z, u, x0) , where

�⇤(⌧,!|z, u)
.
=

�̃(⌧,!)
ZK⇤ (z,u) exp

�
1
� K⇤(z, u, ⌧,!)

�
(22)

where ZQ⇤(z) = Eu⇠⇡̃ exp( 1
↵Q⇤(z, u)) and ZK⇤(z, u) =

E⌧,!⇠�̃ exp( 1
� K⇤(z, u, ⌧,!)) give the partition functions.

Proof. From Proposition 3, the (state) value V �⇡,⇢ 2 RZ is:

V �⇡,⇢(z) = Es⇠p(·|z)
u⇠⇡(·|z)

⇥
� ↵ log

⇡(u|z)
⇡̃(u) + �(s, u)+

E⌧,!⇠�(·|z,u)

⇥
� � log

�(⌧,!|z,u)
�̃(⌧,!) +

E s0
⇠⌧(·|s,u)

x0
⇠!(·|u,s0)

z0
⇠⇢⌧,!(·|z,u,x0)

⇥
� ⌘ log %⌧,!(z0

|z,u)
%̃(z0)

+�V �⇡,⇢(z0)
⇤⇤⇤

(42)

Define (state-action) Q�⇡,⇢ 2RZ⇥U to be ahead by 1/3 steps:

Q�⇡,⇢(z, u)
.
= Es⇠p(·|z)

⇥
�(s, u)+

E⌧,!⇠�(·|z,u)

⇥
� � log

�(⌧,!|z,u)
�̃(⌧,!) +

E s0
⇠⌧(·|s,u)

x0
⇠!(·|u,s0)

z0
⇠⇢⌧,!(·|z,u,x0)

⇥
� ⌘ log %⌧,!(z0

|z,u)
%̃(z0)

+�V �⇡,⇢(z0)
⇤⇤⇤

(43)

and (state-action-model) K�⇡,⇢ 2RZ⇥U⇥T ⇥O by 2/3 steps:

K�⇡,⇢(z, u, ⌧,!)
.
=

E s⇠p(·|z)
s0

⇠⌧(·|s,u)
x0

⇠!(·|u,s0)
z0

⇠⇢⌧,!(·|z,u,x0)

⇥
� ⌘ log %⌧,!(z0

|z,u)
%̃(z0)

+�V �⇡,⇢(z0)
⇤⇤⇤

(44)

The decision and recognition policies seek the optimizations:

extremize⇡V �⇡,⇢(z)

s.t. Eu⇠⇡(·|z)1 = 1
(45)

extremize�Q�⇡,⇢(z, u)

s.t. E⌧,!⇠�(·|z,u)1 = 1
(46)

Equations 42–44 are true in particular for optimal values, so

V ⇤(z) = Eu⇠⇡⇤(·|z)

⇥
� ↵ log

⇡⇤(u|z)
⇡̃(u) + Q⇤(z, u)

⇤
(47)

Q⇤(z, u) = Es⇠p(·|z)

⇥
�(s, u)

⇤
+ E⌧,!⇠�⇤(·|z,u)

⇥

� � log
�⇤(⌧,!|z,u)

�̃(⌧,!) + K⇤(z, u, ⌧,!)
⇤ (48)

Therefore for the extremizations we write the Lagrangians

L(⇡⇤,�)
.
= V ⇤(z) + � · (Eu⇠⇡⇤(·|z)1 � 1) (49)

L(�⇤, ⌫)
.
= Q⇤(z, u) + ⌫ · (E⌧,!⇠�⇤(·|z,u)1 � 1) (50)

Straightforward algebraic manipulation yields the policies:

⇡⇤(u|z) =
⇡̃(ut)

ZQ⇤ (z) exp
�

1
↵Q⇤(z, u)

�
(51)

�⇤(⌧,!|z, u) =
�̃(⌧,!)

ZK⇤ (z,u) exp
�

1
� K⇤(z, u, ⌧,!)

�
(52)

where partition functions ZQ⇤(z) and ZK⇤(z) are given by:

ZQ⇤(z) = Eu⇠⇡̃ exp( 1
↵Q⇤(z, u)) (53)

ZK⇤(z, u) = E⌧,!⇠�̃ exp( 1
� K⇤(z, u, ⌧,!)) (54)

which proves Theorem 5. Then Theorem 4 is obtained by
plugging back into the backward recursion (Proposition 3).

For uniqueness, we want kBV �BV 0k1�kV �V 0k1. Let
kV �V 0k1=" (maxz0|V (z0)�V 0(z0)|="). Now, (B⇤V )(z)

.
= ↵ log Eu⇠⇡̃

⇥
exp

�
1
↵

�
Es⇠p(·|z)�(s, u)

+ � log E⌧,!⇠�̃

⇥
exp

�
1
� Ez0⇠%⌧,!(·|z,u)

⇥

� ⌘ log
%⌧,!(z0

|z,u)
%̃(z0) + �V (z0)

⇤�⇤��⇤

 ↵ log Eu⇠⇡̃

⇥
exp

�
1
↵

�
Es⇠p(·|z)�(s, u)

+ � log E⌧,!⇠�̃

⇥
exp

�
1
� Ez0⇠%⌧,!(·|z,u)

⇥

� ⌘ log
%⌧,!(z0

|z,u)
%̃(z0) + �(V 0(z0) + ")

⇤�⇤��⇤

= ↵ log Eu⇠⇡̃

⇥
exp

�
1
↵

�
Es⇠p(·|z)�(s, u)

+ � log E⌧,!⇠�̃

⇥
exp

�
1
� �"+ 1

� Ez0⇠%⌧,!(·|z,u)

⇥

� ⌘ log
%⌧,!(z0

|z,u)
%̃(z0) + �V 0(z0)

⇤�⇤��⇤

= ↵ log Eu⇠⇡̃

⇥
exp

�
1
↵

�
Es⇠p(·|z)�(s, u)

+ � log
�
exp( 1

� �")E⌧,!⇠�̃

⇥
exp

�
1
� Ez0⇠%⌧,!(·|z,u)

⇥

� ⌘ log
%⌧,!(z0

|z,u)
%̃(z0) + �V 0(z0)

⇤�⇤���⇤

= ↵ log Eu⇠⇡̃

⇥
exp

�
1
↵�"+ 1

↵

�
Es⇠p(·|z)�(s, u)

+ � log E⌧,!⇠�̃

⇥
exp

�
1
� Ez0⇠%⌧,!(·|z,u)

⇥

� ⌘ log
%⌧,!(z0

|z,u)
%̃(z0) + �V 0(z0)

⇤�⇤��⇤

= ↵ log
�
exp( 1

↵�")Eu⇠⇡̃

⇥
exp

�
1
↵

�
Es⇠p(·|z)�(s, u)

+ � log E⌧,!⇠�̃

⇥
exp

�
1
� Ez0⇠%⌧,!(·|z,u)

⇥

� ⌘ log
%⌧,!(z0

|z,u)
%̃(z0) + �V 0(z0)

⇤�⇤��⇤�

= �"+ ↵ log Eu⇠⇡̃

⇥
exp

�
1
↵

�
Es⇠p(·|z)�(s, u)

+ � log E⌧,!⇠�̃

⇥
exp

�
1
� Ez0⇠%⌧,!(·|z,u)

⇥

� ⌘ log
%⌧,!(z0

|z,u)
%̃(z0) + �V 0(z0)

⇤�⇤��⇤

= �"+ (B⇤V 0)(z) (55)

Likewise, we can show that (B⇤V )(z) � (B⇤V 0)(z) � �".
Hence maxz|(BV )(z)�(BV 0)(z)| = kBV �BV 0k1  �✏.
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Note on Equation 24: Note that we originally formulated “soft policy matching” in Table 3 as a forward Kullback-Leibler
divergence expression. However, analogously to maximum likelihood in supervised learning, the entropy terms drop out of
the optimization, which yields Equation 24. To see this, note that the causally-conditioned probability is simply the product
of conditional probabilities at each time step, and each conditional is “Markovianized” using beliefs zt (i.e. Equation 25).

D. Illustrative Trajectories
Here we direct attention to the potential utility of IBRC (and—more generally—instantiations of the IDM paradigm) as an
“investigative device” for auditing and quantifying individual decisions. In Figure 7, we see that modeling the evolution of a
decision-maker’s subjective beliefs provides a concrete basis for analyzing the corresponding sequence of actions chosen.
Each vertex of the belief simplex corresponds to one of the three stable Alzheimer’s diagnoses, and each point within the
simplex corresponds to a unique belief (i.e. probability distribution). The closer the point is to a vertex (i.e. disease state),
the higher the probability assigned to that state. For instance, if the belief is located exactly in the middle of the simplex (i.e.
equidistant from all vertices), then all states are believed to be equally likely. Note that this is visual presentation is done sim-
ilarly to [22], where decision trajectories within belief simplices are first visualized in this manner—with the core difference
here being that the decision policies (hence decision boundaries thereby induced) are computed using a different technique.

An MRI is less likely to be ordered.
An MRI is more likely to be ordered.

An MRI is not ordered.
An MRI is ordered.

Belief updates
Final beliefs

Decision boundary
Belief simplex

NL Dementia

MCI

(a) Patient treated as if “rationally”
NL Dementia

MCI

(b) Patient not treated “rationally”
NL Dementia

MCI

(c) Patient is diagnosed belatedly

Figure 7. Decision Trajectories. Examples of apparent beliefs and actions of a clinical decision-maker regarding real patients, including
cases where: (a) the clinician’s decisions coincide with those that would have been dictated by a “perfectly-rational” policy—despite their
bounded rationality; (b) the clinician fails to make “perfectly-rational” decisions (in this context, the “boundedness” of the clinician could
be due to any number of issues encountered during the diagnostic process); and (c) a patient who—apparently—could have been diagnosed
much earlier than they actually were, but for the clinician not having followed the decisions prescribed by the “perfectly-rational” policy.

E. Summary of Notation

Notation Meaning (first defined in) Notation Meaning (first defined in)

 problem setting Section 3.1 s environment state Section 3.1
x environment emission Section 3.1 z agent state, i.e. belief Section 3.1
u agent emission, i.e. action Section 3.1 ⌧env environment transition Section 3.1
⌧ subjective transition Section 3.1 !env environment emission Section 3.1
! subjective emission Section 3.1 � utility (i.e. reward) function Section 3.1
� discount factor Section 3.1 � behavior Section 3.1

�demo demonstrated behavior Section 3.2 �imit imitation behavior Section 3.2
✓ planning parameter Section 3.1 ✓norm normative parameter Section 3.2
✓desc descriptive parameter Section 3.2 ⇡ decision policy Section 3.1
⇢ recognition policy Section 3.1 � specification policy Section 4.1
F forward planner Section 3.1 G inverse planner Section 3.2
↵�1 flexibility coefficient Section 4.2 ��1 optimism coefficient Section 4.2
⌘�1 adaptivity coefficient Section 4.2 ⇡̃ action prior Section 4.2
�̃ model prior Section 4.2 %̃ belief prior Section 4.2
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